
Cadillac Prepares 

Informal peer led training is being organized on home preparedness for anyone who may have interest 
about natural and man made disasters.  Meetings will take place at a public location once to eventually 
maybe twice a month an hour or two at a time. One instructor will be giving the classes initially but 
once comfort levels have been met then others will be welcome to give classes.  Class material must be 
accurate and instructors will have to provide sources of subject matter information.  We will learn from 
our strengths and weakness together.

One of the benefits of being prepared is that if an emergency happens first responders will have less 
high demand emergency calls to make and you and your family will not have to rely on any outside 
help.

One of the goals of having the class is for group members to have the ability to network and hopefully 
develop friendships.  Classes will be 1 to 2 hours long and initially once a month on Saturday.  Below 
are some of the subjects that will be covered in no particular order.  It will basically be what direction 
the group wants to go in.

http://www.michigan.gov/michiganprepares Michigan labels its natural threats as disease outbreaks, 
earthquakes, extreme heat, floods, thunderstorms, tornadoes, wildfires and winter weather.  What is not 
labeled is economic or social breakdown, EMP/solar flare, nuclear war or nuclear power plant 
accidents.

We will be discussing in this group the subjects air, shelter, water, food, medical and security 
requirements with the addition of a few other subjects like Homesteading, Bushcraft, Nuclear 
Biological and Chemical procedures.

All attendees will be given a large electronic library on a DVD disk.  Classes will be prepared from this
library and information from the FEMA website https://www.ready.gov/ and other sources as necessary.

A location to do this training at is needed.  Some place that may have a  conference room or class room.
Anyone interested in donating use of a room in a public setting should email at the below address.  Two
locations has been already found.  Still seeking a better location that has a white or black board and/or 
could facilitate projector.  

Please spread the word on social media, email friends/family.  Please email to be notified for any 
upcoming training events and locations at: CadillacPrepares@yahoo.com Once a definite location has 
been found and we have enough people for a class we will begin.  Look up the group on Facebook 
under the same name Cadillac Prepares.  If you want more information on the library then email.  It is 
to much information for this post. Thank You
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